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Regional Muscle Activity and Dynamics of the Avian Pectoral is during Flight (pp 83)

Chair Dr. Kenneth P. Dial, Ph.D.

Six Rock Doves (Columba livid) were implanted with electromyographic (EMG)
electrodes and sonomicrometry crystals to determine if regional differences in muscle
activity or muscle length changes occurred within the pectoralis muscle during flight.
The pectoralis was examined at two levels of complexity. In the first investigation, serial
areas of muscle along a single fascicular alignment were examined to better understand
the mechanics of intact muscle during locomotion. The contractile mechanics along the
length of the fascicular alignment differed from those seen along the length of isolated
muscle fibers, presumably because the integrity of the passive elements is greater in
intact muscles. The area of muscle close to the origin of a fascicular alignment (carinalSB) underwent smaller strains at lower rates compared to those in the middle of the
fascicular alignment (middle-SB). However, the timing of EMG activity onset was not
different and the timing of the muscle length changes were only slightly different for the
two areas of the same fascicular alignment. These results suggest that the mechanics of
muscle areas along a fascicular alignment during locomotion reflect not only the active
mechanics of muscle fibers, but also those of the titin and connective tissue. The results
also warn against assuming that the dynamics are the same along the length of a
fascicular alignment in a muscle. A second investigation was performed to determine
whether a key locomotor muscle, the pectoralis, is uniform in function. The anatomy,
EMG activity, and dynamics of muscle regions of different fascicular within the muscle
alignments (muscle subvolumes) were examined as indicators of muscle function.
Differences in anatomy, EMG activity, and muscle length changes were found that
strongly suggest that the subvolumes of the pectoralis are functionally specialized.
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Regional Muscle Activity and Dynamics of the Avian Pectoralis during Flight: Nonuniform Muscle Length Changes Along a Fascicular Alignment (pp 1-39)

Six Rock Doves {Columba livia) were implanted with electromyographic (EMG)
electrodes and sonomicrometry ciystals to determine if non-uniform muscle activity or
length changes occur along the length of a fascicular alignment of the pectoralis muscle
during flight. As in studies of isolated muscle fibers, non-uniform muscle strains, rates of
strain, and timing of muscle length changes were observed between serial areas of a
fascicular alignment during six modes of flight. However, these muscle areas, measured
while the muscle was intact and performing locomotor function, demonstrated a different
pattern of strain and strain rate that reflected the combined effects of active and passive
mechanisms. The muscle area closer to the center of the muscle (middle-stemobrachialis
(SB)) underwent greater muscle length excursions (~4% difference in strain) at higher
strain rates (-0.6 muscle lengths s'^ difference) relative to the muscle area near the muscle
origin (carinal-SB). In addition, even though the two segments appear to be stimulated
synchronously, the middle-SB consistently shortened and lengthened slightly before the
carinal-SB (0-4ms difference). These timing differences were highly variable when inter
individual differences are not considered. However, examining within individual trends
suggests plausible mechanics causing the heterogeneous muscle length changes. When the
muscle was active and at long lengths, at the upstroke-downstroke transition, the timing
differences were the smallest with low variance relative to when the muscle was shortened
and relaxed, at the downstroke-upstroke transition. These results, which are consistent
with the length-tension relationship of muscle, suggest that the mechanisms of contracting
muscle at long lengths may synchronize the muscle length dynamics, while the
mechanisms acting in relaxed muscle at short lengths may cause non-uniformities in the
fascicular areas. The non-uniform muscle dynamics may increase the efficiency of the
muscle by expanding the range of whole muscle lengths over which the muscle could
produce higher levels of force. In light of the heterogeneous muscle dynamics seen within
a fascicular alignment, whole muscle length-tension dynamics and mechanics should be
thought of as more than a simple expansion of the dynamics and mechanics of a single
muscle area of a fascicular alignment. The use of representative sonomicrometry crystals
to assess whole or regional muscle dynamics should be made with caution, as significantly
different measurements can be observed in different areas of the same fascicular alignment.

Introduction
Since 1940 non-uniformities in sarcomere length and length changes have been
observed along the length of isolated, skeletal muscle fibers (Edman, 1977; Edman et al
1985; Gordon et a l 1966a; Huxley and Peachy, 1961; Julian and Morgan, 1979; Pollack,
1990; Ramsey and Street, 1940;). Sarcomere lengths along muscle fibers are distributed in
a consistent manner, with sarcomeres at the fiber ends typically shorter than those closer
to the middle of the fiber. Such sarcomere length heterogeneity may distort the lengthtension relationship (Figure 1) of the fiber, smoothing and extending the comers of the
plateau region (Gordon et a l 1966b). Therefore, in addition to explaining the phenomena
of creep and pre-stretch, such non-uniform sarcomere lengths are hypothesized to give
muscles a wider range of muscle lengths over which they can create higher levels of
tension (Gordon et a l 1966a and 1966b; Huxley and Peachey, 1961; Julian and Morgan,
1979).
However, it is unknown whether the sarcomere length heterogeneities, well
documented in isolated muscle fibers, are present at the whole muscle scale during normal
muscle function. The connective tissue matrix or other intramuscular structures that
stabilize and transmit force within muscle could eliminate non-uniform muscle segment
lengths at the whole muscle level. Therefore, sarcomere length heterogeneities could be
irrelevant in discussions of intact muscle performance. However, a study on the
performance of galHforms during flight provides some evidence that is consistent with
heterogeneous sarcomere lengths (Tobalske and Dial, 1996). The study reported that the
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amount of strain, or the amount of muscle length change relative to its original length,
measured in the pectoralis by sonomicrometry was consistently observed to be greater
than 35%. Assuming that regional muscle length observed via sonomicrometry is an
adequate measure of fiber and sarcomere length, the length-tension relationship of isolated
muscle fibers predicts that the active force and, hence, work produced would be quite
small; this contradicts the high level of work that the pectoralis, a primary flight muscle,
is known to perform. Non-uniform sarcomere length excursions in different muscle areas
of the pectoralis might explain how high force is maintained, and how the high power
requirements of flight are being achieved.
It is the principle aim of this study to identify whether the functional muscle
characteristics correlated with non-uniform sarcomere lengths in isolated muscle fibers are
observed in muscle areas with the same fascicular alignment in intact muscles during
normal locomotion. I employed in vivo recordings of electromyography (EMG), to
assess the activity state of the muscle, and sonomicrometry, to monitor length changes of
the muscle, to identify how muscle dynamics in the avian pectoralis during flight
compares with those seen in isolated muscle fibers during artificially regulated
contractions. The pectoralis muscle of the common pigeon was examined for several
reasons. First, the avian pectoralis is the primary muscle involved in the powerstroke
(downstroke) of flight. Secondly, the pectoralis is a large, subcutaneous muscle with
easily visible fiber orientations. This anatomy allowed for a relatively straightforward
method of implantation of both EMG electrodes and sonomicrometry crystals. Thirdly,

Rock Doves were used, because their pectoralis has been found to have distinct
homogeneous bands of muscle fiber types (George and Naik, 1959). A narrow border of
fast, glycolytic type fibers surround the intramuscularis sheath that bisects the muscle
and also occupy the periphery of the muscle. The rest of the superficial muscle is fast,
oxidative glycolytic type fibers. Assuming the borders of the homogeneous fiber type
bands have been adequately defined, fiber type differences should not be a factor
contributing to differences in the muscle dynamics of the two muscle areas. Finally, Rock
Doves can be easily trained to perform different modes of flight, which might allow the
observation of muscle dynamics at various performance intensities.

Methods
Animals and flight training
Ten wild Rock Doves {Columba livia Gmelen, hereafter referred to as Rock
Doves; mean body mass = 327g, S.D. = 32g) were captured in Missoula, MT. The birds
were housed in stainless steel cages and were maintained on commercial pigeon feed and
water ad libitum. A leather jess, which was attached to a length of thick thread, was
placed on the right leg of each pigeon to aid in flight training and ensure the birds did not
escape during all flight performances (training and data collection trials). All birds were
trained a minimum of one hour per day for one week within a region of a hallway 2.4m
high, 2.4m wide, and 5m long. Birds took from 2 days to 2 weeks to learn to land on a
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wooden perch (1.5m high, 29X60cm board) after performing ascending and slow, level
flights.

Cinematography and Kinematics
All flights were recorded with a high speed 16mm film camera (Lo-Cam, Red
Lakes Laboratory) or a high-speed video camera (Red Lakes Laboratory) at 150 and 250
frames s'^ respectively. Cameras were positioned to record a posterior view of the
flights. Four 1000-watt quartz lights (Tota-Light, Tl-10, Lowel, Co.) were used to
illuminate the hallway. The film or video was viewed using a L-W Film Analyzer (Model
224-S) or a Panasonic AG 1970, respectively. Film or videos were used to identify and
describe the wingbeats performed in each mode of flight.
Wingbeats were categorized into flight modes (e.g., level, ascending, and landing
flights) based on qualitative assessment of body and wing movements on the film or video
and from descriptions given in other studies of Rock Dove flight. The neutral position of
the wing was designated relative to the axes of the body (Figure 2). The wing protraction
angle is the angle created in the dorsal plane between the long axis of the wing and a body
axis that runs through both shoulders (Figure 2A). The pronation angle of the wing is the
pitch of the upper wing relative to the longitudinal axis of the body (Figure 2B), The
wing depression angle is the angle in the transverse plane created between the long axis of
the wing and a body axis that runs through both shoulders (Figure 2C).
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During all modes of flight, the pattern of wing movement is basically the same.
The wing starts downstroke in a retracted and elevated position. As the wing proceeds
through the first half of downstroke, the wing is depressed and pronated. Pronation
ceases as the wing passes through horizontal and protraction begins. Downstroke
finishes with the protraction, depression and slight supination of the wing (Dial et al
1988; Warrick and Dial, 1998). Different magnitudes of these wing motions relative to
the orientation of the body are used in the different flight modes.
Slow, level flight was identified by a straight course of flight with a constant body
pitch angle. In level flight, the wings were moderately pronated (Warrick and Dial, 1998)
at the beginning of downstroke. As wing depression continued pronation increased
throughout the downstroke, then decreased (i.e., the humerus was supinated) in late
downstroke and at the downstroke-upstroke transition. The wings also became
moderately protracted and supinated at the downstroke-upstroke transition. In contrast,
in ascending flight birds had a higher body pitch angle. Relative to that seen in slow, level
flight, the wings during ascending flight moved through a more pronounced angle of
pronation at the onset of downstroke (Simpson, 1983) and were delayed moving into
protraction. Landing flight, which was categorized as either hover landings or brake
landings, was identified by the extension of the legs as the bird approached to the perch.
In all landings examined, the Rock Dove approached the perch from either above or at the
same height as the landing platform. The two landing types were distinguished by the
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approach of the bird to the perch, with a vertical approach in hover landings and a more
direct approach with greater leg extension occurring in brake landings.

Electromyography arid Sonomicrometry
Once trained, birds were anesthetized with intramuscular injections of ketamine
(25mg/kg) and xylazine (2 mg/kg). Supplemental anesthetics and external heat from a
heating pad were administered as needed. Feathers were removed from the right breast
and the area between the scapulae. One continuous skin incision was made superficial to
the muscle areas being implanted in the right pectoralis muscle. A second skin incision
was made between the scapulae to reveal the inter-vertebral ligaments to which a backplug
(approximately 1.5cm wide, 2.5mm long, and 0.3-0.5 mm deep) was secured.
Each bird had three sets of EMG electrodes implanted, to measure muscle
activity, and sonomicrometry crystal pairs implanted, to measure muscle length. Two
measurement sets were placed along the length of a fascicular alignment whose fibers
originate approximately one-third the length of the carina from the cranial tip (2.2-2.8cm
from the cranial tip of the carina. Figure 3). One set (carinal-SB) was placed about 1cm
from the origin of the fascicular alignment on the keel, just beyond the width of the fascia
pectoralis (described by Meyers, 1992). The second set (middle-SB) was placed closer
to the mid-belly of the muscle, 2cm from the distal crystal of the carinal-SB set. A third
set was placed in either an anterior or posterior fascicular alignment of the SB to collect
data for another study (Chapter 2).
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Each of the three measurement sets were composed of a pair of 2mm-disk
sonomicrometry crystals (SL2, Triton, Inc.) and a fme-wire, bipolar EMG electrode (a
twisted pair of insulated silver fine-wire, 100pm diameter, 1mm tip exposure, less than
1mm inter-tip distance; California Fine Wire Co.). All measurement device leads were
soldered to female miniature connectors (18 pole. Microtech FG-6 (x3)). The connectors
were coated with epoxy to form a backplug that could be sutured to the inter-vertebral
ligaments with 0-silk. All crystals and EMG electrodes were channeled subcutaneously
from the posterior incision, where the backplug was secured, to the ventral aspect of the
right pectoralis.
EMG electrodes were placed parallel to the orientation of the muscle fibers with a
23-gauge hypodermic needle (Basmajian and DeLuca, 1985; Loeb and Gans, 1986). The
electrodes were shallowly inserted, such that the tips rested approximately midway
between two sonomicrometry crystals of a pair, in an adjacent muscle area. To minimize
cross-talk, electrode tips were placed further than 2cm apart, a distance found by Boggs
and Dial (1993) to be adequate for recording representative regional signals. A small loop
in the EMG lead was made a short distance from the implantation site and it was sutured
to the muscle fascia with 4-0 silk to reduce movement artifacts.
For each crystal, a piece of stainless steel wire was bent such that there was a
clover-shaped loop at one end and a simple, single loop at the other end, separated by a
minimum length of wire. Along the length of wire between the loops a 90“ bend was
created. The simple loop end was annealed to the back of the sonomicrometry crystal

with epoxy. Silk 4-0 was used to anchor the clover-shaped loop in at least three
positions to the muscle fibers they overlay, securing the crystal in proper alignment. The
crystals of a pair were placed 7-10.5mm apart, 2-3mm into the muscle, and parallel with
the orientation of the muscle fibers. A short distance from each crystal pair, a small loop
was made in the lead wires. The loop was sutured to the muscle fascia with 4-0 silk to
reduce movement artifacts.
All incisions were closed with silk 4-0 suture. Birds were given about 4 hours
(with the exception of one bird which was given 18-hours) to recover from surgery before
experimental recordings were started.
Data were recorded using three lightweight, shielded cables containing multi-wire
leads (two 2-wire lead cables for EMGs and a single four-wire lead cable for
sonomicrometry). The cables were bound together and taped to the bird’s back,
separated to pass on either side of the tail, and then rejoined again for the rest of the
length of the cables. EMG signals were amplified 1,000X using Grass P511J
preamplifiers with high impedance probes. Sonomicrometry measurements were made
using a Triton System 6 Model 200 (Module 201 (x2)). Data filters included a 100 Hz
high bandpass, a 3,000 Hz low bandpass, and a 60 Hz notch filter. Both EMG and
sonomicrometry signals were simultaneously processed by a Keithley DAS analog-todigital 12-bit computer (sampling rate 8,333Hz per channel). The digital data were stored
and analyzed on a computer, using DATACRUNCH software (DAD and DMAN,
designed by Garr Updegraff, San Clemente, CA).
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Data Analysis
Data were analyzed for the timing of EMG activity and the magnitude, rate and
timing of muscle strain (for both shortening and lengthening) using Microsoft Excel 5.0.
Muscle strains were calculated as strain = 100 * ( I f - 1, / lo ), where

If

is the muscle area

length at the end of the event, 1, is the muscle area length at the beginning of the event, and
lo,

the resting length, is the muscle area length after one or two warm-up flights while the

bird was standing quietly on the perch with its wings folded at its sides. Muscle strain
rates were calculated as ratCshorten = strainshonen / durationshorten, and rateiengthen =
Strainigogthen / durationiengthen-

Average values for the variables listed above were calculated from the wingbeats of
each flight mode for every bird. A single average was calculated from all the birds that
performed each mode of flight. Paired t-tests were performed to quantify statistical
differences between strains and rates of the different segments. Timing differences were
represented by an average difference in timing between the carinal-SB and the middle-SB
and a 90% confidence interval for the average for each timing event. For timing
differences between EMG and sonomicrometry data, the sonomicrometry times were
corrected for a 5ms delay introduced by the 4-pole Bessel filter in the sonomicrometer
(Coughlin

a/. 1996).

It was recently found that the Triton System truncates strain values as the cycle
frequency increases (Tobalske and Warrick, pers. comm., 1999). The correction factor is
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minimal (-1.036 volts / Hz) at the wingbeat frequency used by the birds in this study (-9
Hz). The strain data were not corrected by the correction factor, because the correction is
minimal (a 35% strain value changed by less than 1.5%) and only relative strain values
were used. However, if the absolute values of strain or rates of strain were to be used, the
above correction factor should be taken into consideration.

Results
Electromyography
EMG data reveal no difference in the time of electrical activity onset between
serially positioned fibers of the carinal-SB and middle-SB muscle areas (Figure 4 and 5).
However, caution should be used in interpreting these data. Although EMG electrodes
were placed at least 2cm apart, as Boggs and Dial (1993) found to be adequate for the
same electrode design placed in different fascicular alignments of the Rock Dove
pectoralis, cross-talk could have obscured any differences in timing. Cross-talk, or the
conduction of electrical signals from neighboring areas, is more likely to occur between
two electrodes placed along the length of a fascicular alignment of muscle the same
distance apart as two electrodes placed in any other orientation (Mangun et a l 1986).
A comparison of the initiation of EMG activity and the end of muscle lengthening
provides evidence about the type of muscle contraction in each muscle area (Figure 5 and
6). In both the carinal-SB and middle-SB, EMG signals begin well before (averages of
8.32 ms to 12.28 ms) the end of muscle lengthening, confirming suggestions based on
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EMG and wing kinematics that the pectoralis undergoes active lengthening at the
upstroke-downstroke transition. Active lengthening may decelerate the wing upstroke and
help overcome the inertia of the wing at the upstroke-downstroke transition. In addition,
this pattern of muscle activation is the hallmark of pre-stretch, which increases the
efficiency of the muscle. After the eccentric contraction is completed, the EMG activity
continues and the muscle undergoes a brief isometric contraction before beginning to
shorten.

Sonomicrometry
The sonomicrometry data show significant differences in both the strain and the
rate at which the muscle changed length (Table 1 and 2). Between flight modes, the strain
ranged from 27.7% (middle-SB) and 23.7% (carinal-SB) in hovering landings to 32.0%
(middle-SB) and 28.1% (carinal-SB) in ascending flights. These strain differences suggest
that wingbeat amplitude is actually slightly higher in ascending flight than in slow, level
flights, even though these differences could not be detected during kinematic analysis.
The average strain values (for muscle shortening and lengthening) for the middle-SB
exceeded that of the carinal-SB by about 4% in all flight modes (Table 1). In addition to
the low p-values for the average strain differences (p < .085 for all modes of flight), the
differences in strain between the middle-SB and carinal-SB are just as large as those seen
within one of these muscle areas during different modes of flight. In both cases, the
differences in strain between and within muscle areas of the same fascicular alignment
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suggest that these muscle areas, undergoing notably different excursions in length,
probably demonstrate functionally relevant difference in performance.
The average rates of strain, like the average strain values, were higher for the
middle-SB than they were for the carinal-SB in all flight modes (Table 2). However, these
differences are significant only in muscle shortening. The faster shortening of the middleSB corresponds well with the difference in strain between the two muscle areas. Because
the middle area of the muscle belly (middle-SB) undergoes a greater change in length at a
faster rate relative to the muscle area closer to the origin of the muscle (carinal-SB), the
entire fascicular alignment maintains a more synchronized phase of action (either muscle
shortening or lengthening). In addition, phase synchronization would require that the
middle-SB and carinal-SB have the same ratio of the rate of muscle shortening to muscle
lengthening. For both the muscle areas, the rate of muscle shortening is consistently
about twice as slow (3.2 - 4.8 muscle lengths s'^) as the rate of muscle lengthening (6.7 7.7 muscle lengths s'^). The discrepancy in the strain rates is most likely due to the force
of the incident air that helps move the wing dorsally during upstroke and the relative lack
of aerodynamic force produced during upstroke, which, due the force-velocity
relationship of muscle (Hill, 1970; Huxley, 1957), would allow the upstroke muscles to
shorten at a faster speed because of the smaller load.
In addition to differences in strain and rate of strain, the timing of the muscle
length changes further suggest that there are unique properties distinguishing the two
muscle areas. Although high variance obscures most timing differences when data from all
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the birds are averaged (Figure 7), very slight timing differences are evident when data from
a representative bird is analyzed (Figure 8). The middle-SB slightly precedes the carinalSB in each muscle length change event (Figure 8). The timing of the muscle areas seem to
be the most similar and consistent at the upstroke-downstroke transition (i.e., at the end
of lengthening and start of shortening) when the muscle is lengthened and active. In
contrast, the muscle length changes had the largest differences in timing at the
downstroke-upstroke transition (i.e., at the end of shortening and start of lengthening)
when the muscle is being stimulated to contract.

Discussion
The data presented here demonstrate that two muscle areas with the same
fascicular alignment have different muscle dynamics. The discrepancy between the
middle-SB and carinal-SB stem largely from differences in their magnitude and rate of
strain, rather than in their timing of recruitment or in muscle length changes (Table 2 and
3; Figure 8 and 9). The non-uniform muscle strains and rates within a fascicular alignment
of an intact muscle are, however, are distinct from the data on isolated muscle fibers.
Contrary to the greater strains and rates of strain observed in the ends of isolated muscle
fibers compared to the middle areas, in the intact muscle examined here, the end areas of
the fascicular alignment underwent smaller strains at lower rates than the middle areas.
The discrepancy in patterns of strain and strain rate between isolated muscle
fibers and intact muscle fascicles may be explained by different contributions of active
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and passive mechanisms of force generation. The active mechanisms of muscle
contraction (i.e., mechanisms requiring ATP), acting alone, can be seen to exacerbate
length non-uniformities and cause instabilities in muscle. During large excursions, shorter
muscle segments, would be closer to the plateau region of the length-tension curve (Figure
1). Therefore, these segments of a fascicular alignment would be stronger and would
shorten at the expense of the weaker segments of muscle. In subsequent shortening
cycles, the differences in the lengths of the muscle areas would be increased. This is the
pattern of length changes seen in isolated, skinned and non-skinned muscle fibers (Huxley
and Peachey, 1961; Gordon et a l 1966a and 1966b; Julian and Morgan, 1979). The
shorter end sarcomeres become shorter, faster at the expense of the middle sarcomeres.
In the intact pectoralis, however, only a hint of the destabilizing effect of this
active mechanism is apparent in the timing differences of the length changes. When the
muscle becomes active at the upstroke-downstroke transition, the muscle fibers begin to
shorten nearly synchronized. However, after the middle-SB and carinal-SB have been
actively shortening they stop shortening with the least synchronized timing of the
wingbeat. If small difference in muscle length occur in the muscle areas when they are at
long lengths, the muscle areas will be at different points on the right side of the lengthtension curve (Figure 1), and they will produce different levels of force and shorten at
different rates.
Beyond differences in muscle fiber lengths, the composition of the components of
the active mechanisms may be a source of the non-uniform dynamics of the muscle areas
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of the same fascicular alignment. There are two recognized fiber types in the Rock Dove
pectoralis, fast glycolytic (FG or Type 1 avian fibers) and fast-oxidative glycolytic (FOG
or Type 2 avian fibers; George and Naik, 1959; George and Berger, 1966; Sokol off, 1997).
FG fibers undergo a faster contraction and produce more than two times the amount of
tetanic force relative to FOG fibers (George and Berger, 1966; Sokoloff, 1997). Changing
the isoforms of the myofilaments producing the muscle force could alter the muscle
dynamics that result from the active component of the length-tension relationship.
There are two ways that the myofilament composition of a muscle segment can be
altered. Within single fibers, injury or a change in stimulation can cause new sarcomeres
to form at the fiber ends that express different isoforms of myosin (Staron and Pette,
1987; Williams et a l 1986). Whether or not differential expression of isoforms occurs
within the pectoralis is uncertain. At the muscle fascicular alignment level, because
muscle fibers and motor units of the pectoralis muscle of Rock Doves lie both in parallel
and in series, another way to establish dissimilar myofilament types is to have fibers in
series that express different myosin isoforms (Gaunt and Gans, 1993). However, because
the superficial fibers of the pectoralis of Rock Doves form a rather homogeneous, narrow
band (< 1cm wide) of broad, white muscle fibers (FG; George and Naik, 1959) along the
origin and FG fibers throughout the rest of the muscle, the differences between the
dynamics of the middle-SB and carinal-SB are probably not caused by differences in the
isoform of whole muscle fibers.
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However, active mechanisms described at the isolated fiber level do not explain
why the end of the fascicular alignment lengthens less at a slower rate compared to the
middle of the same alignment. These trends, which are the exact opposite of that
observed in isolated fibers, can be explained when passive mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms
that do not require ATP) are considered. Passive mechanisms could stabilize the nonuniform lengths of muscle areas along a fascicular alignment, producing a pattern of strain
and rate that is similar to those observed in this experiment.
The passive mechanisms in the length-tension relationship are thought to involve
two components, the connective tissue matrix and the titin filaments (Purslow and
Duance, 1991). At short muscle lengths these components may become compressed,
causing a resistance to active shortening and minimizing non-uniformities due to excessive
active shortening (Purslow and Duance, 1991). At long muscle lengths, the passive
elements will become stretched and recoil, resisting lengthening and speeding up the rate
of shortening, bringing longer muscle areas to approximate shorter lengths quicker
(Purslow and Duance, 1991). Based on these mechanics, when muscle areas are at long
lengths, shorter segments, like those at the ends of isolated fibers and perhaps the carinalSB in this study, will not benefit from as much passive assistance during muscle
shortening, because their passive elements are not stretched as much as in longer muscle
areas. Therefore, the initially shorter segments will shorten at a slower rate. All muscle
areas will continue to shorten until a length is reached where there is an insurmountable
resistance to shortening. Therefore, areas of a fascicular alignment that are at a greater
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length at the start of contraction, like the middle areas of isolated muscle fibers and
possibly the middle-SB, have the potential to achieve a greater strain at a higher rate.
A compromise between the offsetting active mechanism and the synchronizing
passive mechanisms seem to explain the pattern of muscle lengthening seen here in an
intact muscle. An examination of the patterns of strain and rate of strain indicate that the
passive mechanisms synchronize and stabilize the dynamics of the fascicular alignment of
the pectoralis, while the active mechanism causes non-uniformities and instabilities in the
dynamics. The influence of passive mechanisms in the intact pectoralis might be expected
to be larger than that seen in isolated muscle fibers because of at least three factors: the
integrity of the passive elements, the large length excursions experienced by the pectoralis
during flight, and the long lengths at which the muscle appears to operate relative to
resting length.
In contrast to the preparations necessary to study the mechanics of isolated
muscle fibers, in which considerable if not complete damage to the endomysium and
perimysium is inevitable, very little damage to the connective tissue of the pectoralis
occurred in the present study. The large length excursions of the pectoralis seen during
slow flight can possibly create extreme stretch and compression of the connective tissue
matrix, allowing the matrix to contribute considerably to the production of force. Finally,
deviations in pectoralis length have been observed to be asymmetrical about the resting
length of the muscle (Biewener et a l, 1998). Larger deviations occur at lengths greater
than resting length.
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Natural variation in the elements contributing to the passive mechanisms may also
encourage non-uniform dynamics for different muscle areas of the same fascicular
alignment. Differences in the stiffness of the connective tissue or changes in the isoform
of titin can change the amount of passive tension generated by the muscle. Therefore, if
the stiffness of the passive elements along the length of muscle fibers is non-uniform, then
the passive tension generated along the fiber will also vary.
Although little is known about the distribution of titin isoforms in muscles,
connective tissue is generally thought to be more robust and arranged in a more complex
manner near the end of muscle fibers, in areas like the myotendinous junction (Purslow
and Duance, 1991). This stiffer matrix is better suited to anchor the fiber and transmit the
muscle force to adjacent structures. In addition, a stiffer matrix will allow a muscle
segment to generate larger forces to oppose or create muscle length changes when the
connective tissue is stretched (Wang et a l 1991; Horowits, 1992; Akster et a l 1995;
Bartoo et a l 1997). Therefore, if fiber ends were stiffer than middle segments for the
purpose of properly anchoring the fiber, when the muscle is long the stiffer end segments
would have higher strains and rates of strain during muscle shortening and lower strains
and rates of strain during muscle lengthening. At short muscle lengths the two segments
would have similar dynamics because the matrix is not being stretched.
Muscle segment heterogeneities in length dynamics, regardless of the mechanisms
responsible for establishing and maintaining them, could allow the production of high
levels of tension and work over a larger range of muscle lengths. In all the mechanisms
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considered, fascicular alignments composed of muscle areas and, therefore sarcomeres, of
non-uniform length will produce tension that is the average of various length-tension
curves. If the muscle areas of a fascicular alignment shorten and lengthen in phase but are
at non-uniform rather than uniform lengths, the length-tension curve for the fascicular
alignment will have a wider plateau region and possibly ascending and descending limbs
with lower slopes. Although the tension produced at the plateau may be less when
muscle areas are at non-uniform lengths, a wider peak on the length-tension curve would
allow a fascicular alignment with muscle areas of heterogeneous lengths to produce higher
levels of force over a larger range of muscle lengths. Thus, fascicular alignments
containing areas of heterogeneous length could increase muscle strain while maintaining
force output, as observed in the pectoralis of pheasants in flight (Tobalske and Dial,
1996), leading to an increase in the work, and possibly power output, produced by the
muscle.
With muscle length heterogeneities within a fascicular alignment possibly
broadening the range of functional muscle lengths and subsequently increasing the
efficiency of a muscle to produce work, non-uniformities in muscle dynamics that have
been traditionally considered to decrease muscle function in isolated muscle fibers may
actually increase muscle function in intact muscles. This difference in the functional
consequences of length non-uniformities between isolated muscle fibers and intact
muscles appears to be due to the synchronization of muscle dynamics brought about by
the integrity of the components generating the passive tension in the intact muscle.
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Recognizing the potential benefits of having muscle areas in series with nonuniform lengths in conjunction with the numerous factors that can cause muscle dynamic
differences in muscle segments, it seems likely that many muscles undergo non-uniform
muscle dynamics. The only other study found in which sonomicrometry was used to
study the performance of more than one muscle area along the same fascicular alignment
in a skeletal muscle also reported that heterogeneous muscle dynamics were observed
(Wakai et al. 1994). With the use of sonomicrometry and other advanced technologies
(e.g., ultrasound) becoming more common in studies of skeletal muscle performance, other
muscles that have non-uniform muscle dynamics will probably be reported. Therefore,
caution should be used when interpreting data from select muscle areas in any intact
muscle that are intended to accurately represent regional or whole muscle dynamics and
performance. Direct measurements of muscle length changes by sonomicrometry only
represent the performance of a single, localized muscle area and do not provide an
assessment of the length changes occurring in other parts of the muscle.
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Figure 1. The length-tension relationship for vertebrate muscle (after Gordon, Huxley and
Julian, 1966). The ascending limb of the curve extends from sarcomere lengths of about
1.25pm to 2.0pm. The plateau region of the curve, at which the sarcomere can produce
maximum levels of force, extends from sarcomere lengths of about 2.0pm to 2.2pm. The
descending limb ranges from sarcomere lengths of about 2.2pm to 3.6pm.

Figure 2. Wing excursion planes (after Warrick and Dial, 1998). A) The wing protraction
angle is the angle in the dorsal plane created between the long axis of the wing and a body
axis that runs through both shoulders. B) The pronation angle of the wing is the pitch of
the upper wing relative to the longitudinal axis of the body. C) The wing depression angle
is the angle created in the transverse plane between the long axis of the wing and a body
axis that runs through both shoulders.

Figure 3. A ventral view of the implantation sites in the right pectoralis. The fascicular
alignment, identified by the areas of muscle origin and insertion, is outlined by the
thickest lines. The muscle areas examined included the carinal-stemobrachialis (SB),
closest to the carina, and the middle-SB, which lies closer to the middle of the same
fascicular alignment. A sonomicrometry crystal pair (indicated by the pair of dots) and
an EMG electrode were implanted in each area outlined by the rectangles. EM =
membrana intramuscularis, a tendonous sheath.
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Figure 4. Average EMG timing differences, where the timing difference = (carinal-SB
EMG onset time) - (middle-SB EMG onset time). A value of 0 ms indicates the time of
EMG onset for the middle-SB. Negative values indicate that the EMG onset of the
carinal-SB occurred before the middle-SB, whereas positive values indicate EMG onset of
the middle-SB occurred first. There is no noticeable time difference in the initiation of
EMG activity in the middle-SB and the carinal-SB. Bar height represents the mean EMG
timing difference, while the error bars represent the 90% confidence intervals. When the
confidence intervals do not overlap, the differences in timing have a p-value <0.1.

Figure 5. Representative simultaneously recorded sonomicrometry and EMG traces from
the carinal-SB and middle-SB during two wingbeats of level flight. “O” represents the
EMG onset time for the middle-SB, while “SS” indicates the start of shortening for the
middle-SB. The y-axes are in millimeters for the top traces (sonomicrometry recordings)
and volts for the bottom traces (EMG recordings).

Figure 6. Average durations of active lengthening (n = 6). Active lengthening occurs when
the muscle demonstrates EMG activity while it is lengthening. Both the carinal-SB and
middle-SB actively lengthen in all modes of flight. The time each muscle area actively
lengthened was calculated as the time between EMG onset and the end of muscle
lengthening [timing difference = (time of EMG onset) - (time at the end of muscle
lengthening)]. When the timing differences is positive, the EMG activity is initiated
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before the muscle finishes lengthening and active lengthening is taking place. The error
bars indicate the 90% confidence intervals. When the confidence intervals do not overlap,
the timing differences have a p-value <0.1.

Figure 7. Average differences in the timing of muscle length changes [timing difference =
(time carinal-SB undergoes event) - (time middle-SB undergoes event)]. As in Figure 4, a
value of 0 ms indicates the time at which the middle-SB underwent the muscle length
change event. Negative values indicate that the carinal-SB changed lengths first, while
positive values indicate that the carinal-SB changed length after the middle-SB. In most of
the flights examined, the carinal-SB changed lengths after the middle-SB. However, the
pattern of muscle length change timing was obscured by the high variance in the timing of
muscle length changes in the flights of a few of the Rock Doves, which broadened the
90% confidence intervals (represented by the error bars). When the confidence intervals
do not overlap, the timing differences have a p-value <0.1.

Figure 8. Representative differences in the timing of muscle length changes. Considerable
variance is caused by inter-individual differences in timing (compare confidence intervals
with those in Figure 7). Here data from one bird are presented to demonstrate the trends
in timing within an individual. The middle-SB slightly precedes the carinal-SB in every
muscle length change event during almost all modes of flight.
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Figure 9. A summary of the average muscle strains and strain rates in two muscle areas
with the same the fascicular alignment during level flight. Significant differences in both
the strain (%) and strain rates (muscle lengths s'^) were observed.
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Table 1. Percent muscle strain (change in the length of the muscle area divided by the
resting length of the muscle area; %) and the corresponding standard error (average strain
± S.E.) and p-value for muscle length changes during muscle shortening and lengthening
for the different modes of flight. The p-value is based on a comparison of the average
muscle strain for the carinal-SB with that of the middle-SB. There was a significant
difference (p < 0.1) in muscle strain between the carinal-SB and middle-SB in every mode
of flight.

Table 2. Rates of muscle strain (muscle lengths s*^) and the corresponding standard error
(average strain rate ± S.E.) and p-value for muscle length changes during muscle shortening
and lengthening for the different modes of flight. The p-value is based on a comparison of
the average muscle strain rate for the carinal-SB with that of the middle-SB.

stra in of Shortening
Region
Carinal-SB
Middle-SB

level

25.7 ± 1.9
29.6 ± 1.5

p-value
0.085

ascending

p-value
0.063

ascending

28.1 ± 2.4
32.0 ± 1.4

p-value
0.070

hover land

23.7 ± 2.4
27. 7 ± 1.4

p-value
0.069

brake land

p-value
0.090

brake land

23.7 ± 1.6
28.1 ± 1.5

p-value
0.058

Strain of Lengthening
Region
Carinal-SB
Middle-SB

level

24.9 ± 1.6
29.0 ± 1.6

26.5 ± 2.2
30.1 ± 1.7

p-value
0.072

hover land

26.1 ± 2.6
30.0 ± 1.4

Table 1. Percent m uscle strain during m uscle shortening and lengthening.

25.7 ± 2.2
30.1 ± 1.8

p-value
0.063

Rate of S hortening
Region
Carinal-SB
Middle-SB

level

3.5 ± 0.2
4.1 ± 0.3

p-value
0.052

ascending

p-value
0.296

ascending

4.2 ± 0.3
4.8 ± 0.3

p-value
0.082

hover land

p-value
0.284

hover land

3.2 ± 0.3
3.9 ± 0.2

p-value
0.041

brake land

p-value
0.375

brake land

3.4 ± 0.2
3.8 ± 0.6

p-value
0.102

Rate of Lengthening
Region
Carinal-SB
Middle-SB

level

6.7 ± 0.5
7.3 ± 0.2

6.9 ± 0.6
7.5 ± 0.4

7.3 ± 0.7
7.7 ± 0.3

Table 2. Average m uscle strain rates during m uscle shortening and lengthening.

7.0 ± 0.4
7.7 ± 0.2

p-value
0.340

Cassie Shigeoka, M.S. 1999 Biological Sciences
Regional Muscle Activity and Dynamics of the Avian Pectoralis during Flight:
Anatomical Organization, Muscle Activity, and Muscle Length Changes of the Muscle
Subvolumes (pp 40-83)

Previous neuromuscular and biomechanical studies on regions of the avian pectoralis
muscle suggest that regions of the muscle have different abilities to protract, retract,
pronate and depress the humerus. In this study, I provide further evidence that suggests
that portions of the pectoralis, a primary locomotor muscle, have different functional
roles during flight. The portions of the pectoralis, referred to hereafter as muscle
subvolumes, were identified as groups of muscle fibers with unique origins and insertions
that shared approximately the same fascicular alignment. Simultaneous measurements of
muscle length changes and electrical activity of five muscle subvolumes of the pectoralis
were coupled with flight kinematics during ascending, slow, level and maneuvering flight.
Significant differences in strain, rate of strain, and the timing of electromyographic
activity and muscle length changes were found between the muscle subvolumes. During
lengthening and shortening, the muscle strain was consistently higher in the
stemobrachialis subvolumes (SB; 26.4 - 37.5% strain) compared to those of the
thoracobrachialis (TB; 21.2 - 31.3% strain). This discrepancy in muscle strain is
consistent with the excursions expected due to the insertions of the muscle subvolumes.
Both the anterior portion of the SB (anterior-SB) and middle portion of the SB (middleSB) have long moment arms, inserting at sites that are further from the joint (the edge of
the deltopectoral crest) than any of the other muscle subvolumes The disparities in
muscle strain between the muscle subvolumes may result in maintaining wing protraction
and pronation throughout the downstroke. The pattern of subvolume strain rate differs
slightly from the strain pattern, decreasing from anterior to posterior in the SB (5.2
muscle lengths s'^ (ml s'^), 4.5 ml s '\ and 4.0 ml s '\ respectively) followed by the
sub volumes of the TB (3.9 ml s*^ and 3.8 ml s '\ respectively). The combined effect of
these differences in subvolume strains and strain rates is that the subvolumes remain
nearly in phase during muscle shortening and lengthening, which keeps the muscle from
working against itself. In addition, the earlier activity of subvolumes with longer
excursions further coordinates the dynamics of the whole muscle. The evidence provided
in this study suggests that the subvolumes of the pectoralis may have distinct functions
during flight.
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Introduction
In addition to increasing force production, complex fascicular orientation within
one muscle (e.g., bipennate or multipennate muscle architecture) gives the muscle the
potential to produce multiple vectors of force and operate like multiple, independent
muscles with unique functions (Herring et al., 1979). According to Windhorst (Windhorst
et a l, 1989), the organization of a complex muscle with distinct regions of innervation
permits regional specializations that improve the economy and efficiency of a muscle
region for producing certain movement patterns. Therefore, it is suggested that different
muscle regions will have different fiber type compositions and EMG patterns,
predisposing each region for a particular function (Windhorst et al., 1989). Studies on
reptiles and mammals have revealed specialized regions within muscle bellies that carry
out distinct functions with the aid of unique innervation patterns, muscle fiber types, and
muscle fiber architecture (Chanaud et al., 1991; English, 1984; Herring et al., 1993; Segal,
1992; Segal e ta l, 1991; VandenNoven ^/ûr/., 1994).
The avian pectoralis, considered the primary muscle producing the downstroke of
flight (Dial, 1992; Dial and Biewener, 1993), has many attributes including a complex
anatomy and an array of functions, that suggest it may have regional specialization and
thus not act like a simple, unidirectional actuator. In addition, the results of several
empirical studies suggest a link between muscle region structure and identifiable
locomotor function (Boggs and Dial, 1993; Dial, 1992; Dial e ta l, 1987; Dial et a i, 1988;
Kaplan and Goslow, 1989; Meyers, 1993; Sy, 1936).
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As with the muscles studied in mammals, the anatomy of the avian pectoral is
muscle suggests that the muscle may have functionally specialized regions (Boggs and
Dial, 1993). The avian pectoralis is a modified bipennate muscle with two recognized
muscle regions, the sternobrachialis (SB) and the thoracobrachialis (TB; Baumel et a i,
1979; George and Berger, 1966; Sy, 1936). The pectoralis is not entirely a bipennate
muscle because the sheath of connective tissue, or membrana intermuscularis (IM),
separates the SB and TB for only three-fourths the length of the muscle (Figure 1; Baumel
et a l, 1979; George and Berger, 1966; Sy, 1936). The muscle fibers of the SB and TB are
arranged around the IM in a fan-like fashion, such that their fibers have different
orientations. Groupings of the muscle fibers, distinguished by their muscle origins and
insertions, that have a nearly uniform fascicular alignment will be referred to as a muscle
subvolume. 18 muscle areas of the SB and TB receive innervation by distinct primary
nerve branches (Boggs and Dial, 1993; Kaplan and Goslow, 1989). This innervation
pattern could provide a simple way to differentially recruit muscle subvolumes.
In addition to anatomy consistent with specialization, the pectoralis muscle is also
functionally diverse. It produces vectors of force which cause the depression, retraction,
protraction and pronation of the humerus during the downstroke of a wingbeat (Dial,
1992; Dial etal., 1987; Dial et al, 1988; Sy, 1936). The ability of the pectoralis to move
the humerus in various planes of action is crucial, as the articulations of the distal skeletal
elements of the wing allow very little mobility at the elbow and wrist joints in planes of
action other than that of extension and flexion (Raikow, 1985).
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Empirical evidence suggests that the primary action of each muscle subvolume
based on anatomy alone accurately identifies the function of the subvolumes during flight
(Boggs and Dial, 1993; Meyers, 1993). Meyers (1993) examined EMG patterns from the
flight of American Kestrels and found that the three areas of the pectoralis monitored
were active during flapping flight. However, during gliding flight the kestrels showed
EMG activity in the anterior SB (especially in the deep aspects) and not in the posterior
TB, suggesting that the posterior TB does not contribute to gliding flight.
A study by Dial (1992) identified different EMG patterns and reactions to
electrical stimulation of the SB and TB pigeon pectoralis during flight. The SB was
identified as depressing and protracting the humerus, while the TB was described as
depressing and retracting the humerus. More recently, a cyclical recruitment pattern of
six subvolumes of the SB and TB was observed in pigeons during level, flapping flight
(Boggs and Dial, 1993). The results of these two studies complement one another. The
SB was observed to be active when depression and protraction of the wing occurs at the
beginning of downstroke, and the TB was seen to be active later in the downstroke when
depression and retraction of the wing occurs.
However, EMG data alone may lead to erroneous assumptions about muscle
function. Ahn and Full (1997), demonstrated that while the timing of EMG activity of
two cockroach extensor muscles suggested that the muscle was actively extending the hip
during the stance phase. An analysis of muscle contractile properties in conjunction with
kinematics revealed the muscle was actually opposing and stabilizing hip flexion during
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swing phase. An assessment of muscle function based purely on anatomy can be equally
misleading, as it ignores synergistic and antagonistic effects. Therefore, accurate
assessments of muscle function requires an understanding of the anatomy and physiology
of the muscle or muscle subvolume, as well the conditions of muscle activity (i.e., when
the muscle is active, at what intensity it is recruited, and whether work or just force is
produced) during normal use.
I coupled EMG, sonomicrometry, and kinematics to observe both the temporal
recruitment and the muscle length changes of five muscle subvolumes of the avian
pectoralis during various modes of flight. The simultaneous measurements allowed us to
assess whether the muscle dynamics of the subvolumes of the avian pectoralis during
flight diminish, manifest, or enhance the different anatomical attributes of the muscle
subvolumes, and thereby determine if the pectoralis muscle subvolumes are functionally
uniform or distinct.

Methods
Anatomy
Preserved Rock Doves were examined to obtain a detailed description of the
anatomy of the pigeon pectoralis in terms of subvolume biomechanical function. The
origins and insertions for five muscle subvolumes of the right pectoralis of Rock Doves
were identified. Based on the orientation of the muscle subvolumes, the humeral
movement for each muscle subvolume acting alone was formulated. On one specimen, the
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pectoralis was removed and lengths of thread were used to represent fibers from the five
muscle subvolumes. One end of the thread was secured to the muscle fiber insertion with
a self-catalyzing cyanoacrylate adhesive, while the other end was passed through a hole
drilled with a 23-gauge needle through the skeletal element at the muscle fiber origin. The
humerus was separated from all other muscles possible without altering the natural
alignment of the humerus. After the humerus was placed in its anatomical position, the
threads were manipulated and the resultant actions were noted.

Animals a?idflight training
Ten wild Rock Doves {Columba livia Gmelen, hereafter referred to as Rock
Doves; mean body mass = 327g, S.D. = 32g) were captured in Missoula, MT. The birds
were housed in stainless steel cages and were maintained on commercial pigeon feed and
water ad libitum. A leather jess, which was attached to a length of thick thread, was
placed on the right leg of each pigeon to aid in flight training and ensure the birds did not
escape during all flight performances (training and data collection trials). All birds were
trained a minimum of one hour per day for one week within a region of a hallway 2.4m
high, 2.4m wide, and 5m long. Birds took from 2 days to 2 weeks to learn to land on a
wooden perch (1.5m high, 29X60cm board) after performing ascending, level, and
maneuvering flights.
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Cinematography and Kinematics
High-speed film or high-speed video was used to categorize wingbeats as
ascending, level, brake landing, or hover landing flight, as described in Chapter 1.
Identification of right and left pivoting flights were categorized using the same procedure
as in the other modes of flight, except that the cameras were placed to obtain a lateral
view the flights. The kinematics of pivoting turns were distinguished by a turn about the
longitudinal axis of the body when the axis was nearly vertical. Because the birds were
viewed from only a single camera angle it was hard to identify asymmetries between the
inside and outside wings of turns. However, both wings appear to trace a less vertical
path with a lower angle of attack throughout downstroke.

Electromyography and Sonomicrometry
Once trained, birds underwent a surgery for the implantation of sonomicrometry
crystals and EMG electrodes in a subset of the six muscle subvolumes surveyed within
the right pectoralis muscle. The surgical procedure and surgical, sonomicrometry, and
EMG equipment are described in Chapter 1. As in Chapter 1, each bird had three sets of
measurement devices. The measurement sets, composed of a pair of sonomicrometry
crystals, to measure muscle length, and an EMG electrode, to measure muscle activity,
were implanted in one of four possible combinations (anterior-SB, middle-SB, and carinalSB; posterior-SB, middle-SB, and carinal-SB; anterior-SB, middle-SB, and posterior-SB;
anterior-TB, middle-SB, and posterior-TB; Figure 1, Table 1). Muscle origins and
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insertions were used to select the implantation sites of each subvolume (Table 1). After a
six month hiatus and retraining session, half of the birds (which handled the anesthesia the
best) underwent the surgical procedure a second time in which the remaining muscle
subvolumes were implanted. Collecting data from the five muscle subvolumes allowed for
the control of interindividual differences and maintained a focus on the general trends
consistent within individuals.
The sonomicrometry crystals of a pair were placed 7-10.5mm apart, 2-3mm into
the muscle, and parallel with the orientation of the muscle fibers. In an adjacent
subvolume of muscle, an EMG electrode was shallowly inserted, such that the tips rested
approximately midway between the sonomicrometry crystals of a pair. To minimize
cross-talk, electrode tips were placed further than 2cm apart, a distance found by Boggs
and Dial (1993) to be adequate for recording representative regional signals. A small loop
in the EMG lead was made a short distance from the implantation site and it was sutured
to the muscle fascia with 4-0 silk to reduce movement artifacts.
Data were recorded using three lightweight, shielded cable containing multi-wire
leads (two 2-wire lead cables for EMGs and a single four-wire lead cable for
sonomicrometry). The cables were bound together and taped to the bird’s back,
separated to pass on either side of the tail, and then rejoined again for the rest of the
length of the cables. EMG signals were amplified 1,000X using Grass P51IJ preamplifier
with high impedance probes. Sonomicrometry measurements were made using a Triton
System 6 Model 200 (Module 201 (x2)). Data filters included a 100 Hz high bandpass, a
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3,000 Hz low bandpass, and a 60 Hz notch filter. Both EMG and sonomicrometry
signals were simultaneously processed by a Keithley DAS analog-to-digital 12-bit
computer (sampling rate 8,333Hz per channel). The digital data was then stored and
analyzed on computer, using DATACRUNCH software (DAD and DMAN, designed by
Garr Updegraff, San Clemente, CA).

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed for the timing of EMG activity and the magnitude, rate and
timing of muscle strain (for both shortening and lengthening) using Microsoft Excel 5.0.
Muscle strains were calculated as strain = 100 * (If- V lo), where If is the muscle segment
length at the end of the event, 1, is the muscle segment length at the beginning of the event,
and lo, the resting length, is the muscle segment length after one or two warm-up flights
while the bird was standing quietly on the perch with its wings folded at its sides.
Muscle strain rates were calculated as ratCshorten “ strainshorten / durationshonen, and
rateiengthen

strainieugtjieii / durationigt^gti^ei^.

Average values for the variables listed above were calculated from the wingbeats of
each flight mode for every bird. A single average was calculated from all the birds that
performed each mode of flight. Paired t-tests were performed to quantify statistical
differences between strains and rates of the different segments. Timing differences were
represented by an average difference in timing between the subvolume of interest and the
middle-SB and a 90% confidence interval for the average for each timing event. For timing
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differences between EMG and sonomicrometry data, the sonomicrometry times were
corrected for a 5ms delay introduced by the 4-pole Bessel filter in the sonomicrometer
(Coughlin e/a/., 1996).
It was recently found that the Triton System truncates strain values as the cycle
frequency increases (Tobalske and Warrick, pers. com., 1999). The correction factor is
minimal (-1.036 volts / Hz) at the wingbeat frequency used by the birds in this study (-9
Hz). Therefore, the strain data was not corrected by the correction factor, because the
correction is minimal (a 35% strain value changed by less than 1.5%) and only relative
strain values were used. However, if the absolute values of strain or rates of strain were
to be used, the above correction factor should be taken into consideration.

Results
Anatomy
The five distinct muscle subvolumes were found to have a combination of muscle
origins and insertions, giving them the ability to produce different excursions of the
humerus (Table 1, also refer to Figure 1). Of the five muscle sub volumes, only the
anterior most portion of the SB (anterior-SB; Figure 2a) and the muscle subvolume
immediately caudal to it (middle-SB; Figure 2b) attach to the edge of the deltopectoral
crest, or DPC. The remaining subvolume of the SB (posterior-SB) and a majority of the
TB (posterior-TB) converge on the IM, and insert in a highly organized manner onto the
DPC. Specifically, the part of the IM that anchors the most superficial muscle fibers of
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the posterior-SB and posterior-TB insert at the distal base of the DPC (Figure 2c). As
the IM connects with deeper muscle fibers, its insertion at the base of the DPC extends
proximally (Figure 2d). The anterior-most portion of the anterior-TB, which appears to
be enclosed in a separate sheath of perimysium, connects directly to part of the biceps
tendon and also to other portions of the shaft of the humerus ventral to the DPC (Figure
2e).
Each muscle subvolume produced a distinct primary humeral excursion as follows;
the anterior-SB protracted the humerus, the middle-SB pronated the humerus, the
posterior-SB and posterior-TB depressed the humerus, and the anterior-TB retracted the
humerus. This simple examination of the pectoralis suggests that even if no further
modifications (e.g., changes in muscle cross-sectional area (CSA), fiber type constitution,
or recruitment intensity or timing) differentiated the output of the muscle subvolumes of
the pectoralis, each muscle subvolume would differs in its ability to move the humerus
simply because of its unique attachment sites.

Electromyography
The onset of the EMG recordings for the various regions are consistent with the
findings by Boggs and Dial (1993; Figure 3A and 4). A quantitative analysis is presented
in Figure 3, whereas a qualitative feel can be obtained from the representative EMG and
sonomicrometry traces in Figure 4. As all timing events are measured relative to the
middle-SB region, negative values indicate that the subvolume participates in the event
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before the middle-SB, while a positive value indicates the subvolume followed the middleSB. In all modes of flight, the average EMG onset time of the anterior-SB region generally
begins before any other region. The anterior-SB is followed by an almost simultaneous
onset in the middle-SB and posterior-SB. The TB subvolumes were the last to show
EMG activity, with the posterior-TB initiating EMG activity slightly before the anteriorTB. In contrast to the results reported by Boggs and Dial (1993), the timing differences
are highly variable, especially in those differences concerning the anterior-TB, as
demonstrated by the large confidence intervals (Figure 3A). However, the variance can be
accounted for by interindividual differences in EMG activity. When the values for a
representative bird are examined (Figure 3B), the variance greatly diminishes and the
timing of subvolume EMG activity demonstrates the pattern found by Boggs and Dial
(1993), which remains consistent across the flight modes.
Comparing the timing of EMG activity and muscle length changes reveals that all
muscle regions undergo active lengthening (i.e., eccentric contraction; Figure 5). As the
muscle overcomes the aerodynamic and inertial load on the wing, the muscle continues
contracting through a short isometric contraction, before undergoing a shortening
contraction (i.e., concentric contraction).

Sonomicrometry
The average muscle strains across all modes of flight ranged from 37.5% ± 2.4%
during shortening to 21.2% ±4.5% during lengthening (Table 2). The magnitude of
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average strain in shortening versus lengthening was very similar in all modes of flight
except landings. In landing flights, the strains of lengthening were about 2-4% greater than
that of shortening.
Comparing the average strains in the muscle subvolumes of the right pectoralis
reveals that in all but right pivoting flights (note that the right pectoralis powers the inside
wing of right pivoting turns), the subvolumes in the SB tended to have similar, higher
values relative to the two subvolumes in the TB (Table 2). All the muscle sub volumes
demonstrated an increase in muscle strain during ascending flights and a decrease in both
types of landings. When all muscle subvolumes are compared with the middle-SB, only
the posterior-TB, during level and left pivoting flights and landings, had average strains
that were significantly different than the middle-SB (0.01 < p < 0.02; Table 2).
Relative to all other flight modes, the subvolumes of the right pectoralis exhibited
unique patterns in average strains when it powers the inside wing of turns (i.e., during
right pivoting flights). In all flight modes except right pivoting flight, the SB subvolumes
had higher strain and strain rate values than those of the TB (27.1 - 37.5% versus 21.2 31.2% strain and 3.5 - 5.5 versus 3.2 - 4.5 muscle lengths s'^; Table 2 and 3). In right
pivots, the middle-SB and posterior-SB had higher strain and strain rates than the
anterior-SB and subvolumes of the TB (30.6 - 33.6% versus 22.7 - 30.1% strain and 4.8
versus 3.3 - 4.3 muscle lengths s'*; Table 2 and 3). In addition to changes in strain
between subvolumes, there was a shift in strain within muscle subvolumes between level
and right pivoting flights. The middle and posterior subvolumes of the pectoralis have
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higher strains in right pivots than in level flights. The anterior subvolumes show the
opposite trend.
In contrast to the average muscle strains, the average rates at which the muscle
changed lengths differed greatly in shortening versus lengthening phases (Table 3). The
rate of muscle shortening was about half as fast as that during muscle lengthening for all
modes of flight (3.2 - 4.8 muscle lengths ms‘*versus 6.9 - 10.2 muscle lengths ms'^).
Interestingly, when subvolumes are compared, the rate of muscle shortening is not
indicative of the relative speed of lengthening. For example, in level flight, relative to the
other muscle subvolumes the posterior-TB has the slowest rate of muscle shortening but
an average rate of muscle lengthening.
For the speed of muscle shortening and lengthening the subvolumes compare
differently during the different modes of flight. During muscle shortening in level, left
pivoting, and landing flights, there is a continuum of shortening rates that decrease from
anterior to posterior subvolumes, first in those of the SB followed by those of the TB In
comparison, during ascending and right pivoting flights, the shortening speed of the
anterior-SB decreases while that of almost all the other subvolumes increase. Thus, in
these two flight modes the middle-SB and posterior-SB have the greatest rates of
shortening, followed by the rest of the subvolumes.
For the rates of muscle lengthening, a unique grouping of subvolumes and flight
modes emerge. During level and left pivoting flights, the anterior-SB lengthens
significantly faster than any other subvolume (p = 0.1; Table 3). The subvolumes of the
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TB lengthen at an intermediate speed, and the middle-SB and posterior-SB subvolumes
are the slowest. During ascending and right pivoting flights and landings, the posterior
subvolumes and the anterior-SB have faster rates of lengthening compared to the middleSB and anterior-TB.
Because the rate of shortening and lengthening demonstrate the same trends during
pivoting flights for all the subvolumes, except the middle-SB, examining them together can
improve our understanding pivoting flights. During both muscle shortening and
lengthening, the anterior muscle subvolumes have a higher rate when they power the
outside wing of the turn (on left pivots), whereas the posterior muscle subvolumes have a
higher rate when they power the inside wing (on right pivots). The middle-SB exhibit
faster shortening during right pivots and faster lengthening during left pivots.
Finally, the timing of muscle shortening and lengthening in the muscle subvolumes
within the pectoralis show that the subvolumes do not change lengths in unison (Figure 4,
6, and 7), As in the case of EMG onset timing, a large amount of variance in the timing of
muscle length changes is introduced by interindividual differences. Examining the data
from a representative individual demonstrates more clearly the sub volume timing
differences in the length change events (Figure 7).
At all phases of the wingbeat cycle, the anterior-SB tended to be the first of the
muscle subvolumes to act. The anterior-SB was followed by the rest of the SB (i.e., the
middle-SB and posterior-SB), which shortened and lengthened almost in unison (timing
difference < 4ms in all flight modes; Figure 6). Finally, following significantly after the
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middle-SB in all modes of flight, the subvolumes of the TB underwent the length change
events. The posterior-TB preceded the anterior-TB at the downstroke-upstroke
transition (i.e., end of muscle lengthening and start of muscle shortening), but the
subvolumes are almost synchronized at the upstroke-downstroke transition (i.e., end of
muscle shortening and start of muscle lengthening).

Discussion
Several lines of evidence have been presented that strongly suggest that the
pectoralis does not function as a single unit to produce multiple wing excursions (i.e., to
produce protraction, pronation, depression, and retraction of the humerus). First, the
anatomy of the pectoralis demonstrates attributes that gives each subvolume the ability to
produce unique vectors of force (Figure 1 and 2 and Table 1). Each muscle subvolume has
a different combination of origins and insertions that establishes its distinct line of action.
In addition, each muscle subvolume has a different cross-sectional area (CSA) which
further differentiates its ability to produce given force vectors. For example, upon
comparing the CSA of the muscle subvolumes that insert at the base of the DPC (i.e., the
posterior-SB and posterior-TB) with that of the subvolume that inserts along the cranial
edge of the DPC (i.e., the anterior-SB; Figure 1), it is clear that the pectoralis can impart
more force at the base of the DPC Attachment at the base of the DPC equips the
posterior muscle subvolumes better than any other muscle subvolumes to depress the
humerus, because little to no force is directed to produce pronation, protraction, or
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retraction of the humerus. Furthermore, because of their relatively large CSA, the
posterior subvolumes would also be best suited to provide the high power output
required during flight.
In addition to anatomical differences, the muscle subvolumes demonstrated nonuniform EMG activity and muscle length change dynamics consistent with differentiation
of muscle subvolume function. Most notably, the timing of both muscle subvolume EMG
activity and length change dynamics suggest that the subvolumes are filling functionally
different roles consistent with the predicted subvolume functions based on anatomy. For
example, the timing of EMG onset, also obtained by Boggs and Dial (1993), the onset of
subvolume EMGs proceeded in a clockwise order around the IM, beginning with the
anterior-SB and ending with the anterior-TB. A similar pattern was seen in the
differences in the timing of muscle subvolume shortening. The anterior-SB, which
produces mostly humeral protraction when it contracts, was one of the first subvolumes
to show EMG activity and to begin shortening. Because protraction occurs as the wing
starts downstroke, this timing pattern is appropriate. Next the middle-SB and posterior
subvolumes (posterior-SB and posterior-TB) show activity almost simultaneously. The
activity of these subvolumes matches the secondary synchronous pronation and
depression of the wing during downstroke. Finally, the timing of activity in the anteriorTB matches with its ability to retract the humerus. It is recruited and shortens the last of
all the muscle subvolumes, which is consistent with the late occurrence of humeral
retraction.
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The collapse of timing differences between the middle-SB, posterior-SB, and
posterior-TB also matches the anatomical attributes (i.e., the line of force production due
to the origins and insertions) of the pectoralis subvolumes; because of its insertion site at
the edge of the DPC, the amount of pronation produced by the middle-SB is held in
balance by the amount of depression the wing undergoes. Therefore, it is reasonable that
the subvolumes that are best able to depress the wing most closely approximate the
timing and action of the middle-SB to control the amount of wing pronation during
downstroke.
Although the timing of the muscle activity and length changing events provide the
most supportive evidence consistent with subvolume differences in function, there were a
few instances in which the subvolumes differed significantly in muscle strain and strain
rate (Table 2 and 3 and Figure 8 for a summary). The few differences in muscle
subvolume strain and strain rate are also consistent with the functional propensities of the
muscle subvolumes engendered by anatomical differences. Although the higher strains
and rates of strain in the anterior-SB and middle-SB relative to the TB are, for the most
part, not significantly different, the difference is consistent across flight modes and may
reflect the different muscle subvolume moment arms (i.e., the distances between the
subvolume insertion sites and the fiilcrums about which they act). For example, the
anterior-SB and middle-SB insert upon the edge of the DPC. When the humerus of a
preserved specimen was depressed, these muscle subvolumes become compressed,
suggesting that in order to promote wing protraction and pronation during downstroke,
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the anterior-SB and middle-SB must undergo a greater excursion at a faster rate compared
to the other muscle subvolumes. Such dynamics keep the subvolumes from going slack as
the wings are depressed and create enough tension to bring about protraction and
pronation.
Besides the few cases in which subvolume strain differed significantly, it is
interesting that there is a high level of homogeneity in the strain each subvolume
underwent (Table 2 and Figure 8). In contrast to the significant timing differences and
uniform strain seen in these muscle subvolumes (Figures 7 and 8), comparisons of muscle
areas that share the same fascicular alignment (Chapter 1; Wakai, 1994) revealed almost
the opposite pattern. Muscle areas of the same fascicular alignment showed significant
differences in strain and almost no difference in timing, while the muscle subvolumes of
different fascicular alignments, examined here, demonstrated differences in timing and not
in the magnitude or rate of strain.
One explanation for the opposing trends in these two within muscle investigations
may be that the muscle areas within a fascicular alignment have different properties, while
the muscle subvolumes have relatively homogeneous ones. The amount and isoform of
passive elements could produce heterogeneous properties of the muscle areas of the same
fascicular alignment (cf. Chapter 1). Conversely, the muscle subvolumes of different
fascicular alignments appear to have units with similar properties. The muscle
subvolumes could be made up of varying amounts and orientations of the same
longitudinal, fascicular units. In the systems made of components with different
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properties (e.g., different abilities to produce force), as suggested to occur in muscle areas
within a fascicular alignment (Chapter 1), a simple control strategy to create non-uniform
muscle length changes would be to use one control pattern (i.e., one timing pattern).
When all the components in the system have similar motors, which appears to be the case
in the five muscle subvolumes studied here, a more complex control pattern in which
different units receive different timing and intensity of activation would be necessary to
achieve variable performance.
Some major questions follow from the above discussion of the differences between
the muscle subvolumes. First, is it merely the difference in the external load imposed on
the subvolumes that causes the differences in muscle length dynamics? External loads, if
different at each muscle subvolume, could have caused subvolume differences in strain and
rate of strain seen here. Differentiation of external loads on each muscle subvolume is
beyond the capabilities of technology at present. However, because the EMG onset
times are not synchronized, at the least, the motor control of the subvolumes is
contributing to the differential performance of the subvolumes.
Secondly, are the differences in anatomy, EMG activity timing, and muscle length
change dynamics of the muscle subvolumes indicative of observed differences in
subvolume function? The differences in timing of all the subvolume varies between 016ms. The magnitude of the timing offsets may not seem to be noteworthy, but the
difference is relatively large when the time course of a wingbeat is considered. The entire
wingbeat is only about 110ms, with downstroke accounting for about 60% of the total
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time of a wingbeat (Biewener et al., 1998). Therefore, a 5 ms difference in timing
amounts to about 8% of the time it takes for the entire of downstroke to occur. A timing
difference of this proportion, relative to the total time for the downstroke, is likely to be
relevant in determining the function a muscle subvolume can have.
The magnitudes at which differences in subvolume strain and rate of strain are
functionally relevant are more difficult to determine. There are no published forcevelocity and force-1 ength curves for either isolated avian muscle fibers or in vivo, intact
avian muscles, so simple comparisons to such curves can not be performed. Another way
the functional impact of differences in strain and strain rate may be assessed is to
compare the differences between subvolumes of a single flight mode with those seen
within a subvolume during different modes of flight. This comparison assumes that
differences within a muscle subvolume during different flight modes are functionally
relevant, because they in some way cause changes in the wing excursion required for
different modes of flight. Comparing the differences in subvolume strain and strain rates
(Tables 2 and 3), reveals that the only case in which difference between subvolumes are
greater than those within subvolumes involves the strain differences between and within
the SB and TB in hover and brake landings. This assessment suggests that, with the
exception of the SB and TB in landing flights, there is no functional difference in strain
and strain rate between the muscle subvolumes of the pectoralis.
Thirdly, what do subvolume muscle dynamics reveal about how different flight
modes are achieved? Because all of the flight modes examined are relatively slow.
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demanding flights for Rock Doves, it was initially suspected that there would be little
difference in the subvolume muscle dynamics. However, the few subvolume strain and
strain rate differences indicate that the pectoralis has different dynamics during the
different modes of flight. For example, there are subvolume dynamic asymmetries during
pivoting flights. The change in strain and rate of strain indicates that right pivoting turns,
in which the right pectoralis is powering the inside wing of the turn, place different
demands on the pectoralis than any other mode of slow flight. Compared to symmetrical
wing excursions during level flight, during right pivoting flight the posterior subvolumes
increase strain and rate of strain, while the anterior subvolumes decrease strain and rate of
strain values. The middle-SB shows only a slight increase in its strain rate in muscle
shortening. The muscle dynamics measured suggest that the posterior subvolumes
produce most of the humeral depression, while the anterior subvolumes create humeral
protraction and retraction. If this interpretation is correct, then I speculate that the
humerus of the inside wing traces a less vertical, tighter figure-8 relative to that of slow,
level flight. Because the longitudinal body axis of the bird approaches vertical in pivoting
turns, the result of this change, assuming that the pronation angle of the wing is the same
as in slow, level flight (the middle-SB shows little change in dynamics), is that the inside
wing produces less lift and more forward thrust during downstroke. The inside wing
seems to be creating a stable force directed forward around which the bird turns. Because
the outside wing maintains a wingbeat pattern similar to that in slow, level flight, the
asymmetry of the two wings during downstroke alone would cause the bird to pivot to
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the right with a slight right bank. The strain and strain rate of pectoralis subvolume
during lengthening does not appear to be any different during the upstroke of pivoting
flights compared to slow, level flight. This strategy of turning flight is in contrast to the
strategy suggested by Brown (1948) to be the primary means to achieve maneuverability
in situations of high power flight (i.e., low flight speeds). He suggests that
maneuverability depends almost entirely on the ability to produce asymmetries during
upstroke.
Finally, what do subvolume muscle dynamics reveal about the muscle mechanics
powering flight? In all muscle subvolumes, the muscle actively lengthens before
contracting isometrically and then concentrically. This contraction pattern, previously
suggested to occur based on indirect evidence of EMGs coupled with kinematics or
isolated muscle contractile properties (Dial, 1986; Dial e ta l, 1988; Goslow and Dial,
1990), indicates that the pectoralis benefits from the phenomenon called prestretch.
Prestretch enables a muscle to produce higher levels of tension while shortening, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the muscle (Huxley, 1957; Huxley and Simmons, 1971; Jones
and Round, 1990; Woledge, 1985). With the high power output requirement placed on
the pectoralis during flight, high muscle efficiency is expected. However, the increase in
muscle efficiency in producing tension may come at the expense of fine tuned control,
making prestretch unsuitable in muscle subvolumes that must produce refined
movements. Because prestretch is prevalent throughout the muscle, the ability to
produce refined movements is impaired in all the muscle subvolumes of the pectoralis.
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This handicap, however, does not preclude the production of wing excursions, such as
those that orient the wing during flight, that intuitively seem to require fine control. As
reported by Warrick and Dial (1998), the production of various combinations of gross
movements of the wings instead of precise ones may be a common and less complex
motor control strategy to accomplish a variety of flight maneuvers.
The simultaneous measurements of muscle electrical activity and muscle length
changes of an intact muscle during locomotion reported here allowed an examination of
muscle dynamics during normal muscle function at a scale between that of the fiber and
the whole muscle. Taking this intermediate perspective at several locations in a single
muscle has provided not only insight into general muscle dynamics that are consistent
throughout the whole muscle, but also a better understanding of the muscle dynamics that
occur at the muscle subvolume level during locomotion.
The data provided in this study strongly suggest that the subvolumes of the
pectoralis have distinct functions during flight. Several interesting questions for further
inquiry arise from these results. 1. How are these subvolumes controlled? 2. Are there
further specializations that might be expected that would improve the ability of the
muscle subvolumes to perform different functions? 3. Is segregated function of the
pectoralis subvolumes specific to Rock Doves or, more generally, to birds? Further
studies that integrate the motor control and muscle function of complex muscles during
normal locomotor activities need to be performed to close the gap in our understanding
between the molecular work on muscles and nerves and the large-scale kinematic work on
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locomotion. In addition, comparative studies on the subvolume anatomy and function of
the pectoralis might provide a better understanding of how muscles evolve complex
structure and function (Peters, 1983) and how muscle anatomy and muscle scars on bone
may provide insight on the ecology of extant and extinct fauna.
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Figure 1. A ventral view of the implantation sites in the right pectoralis. The straight,
vertical border of the muscle is muscle origin on the sternal carina. The proximal portion
of the humerus is shown receiving the muscle insertions at the upper right comer of the
muscle. The sonomicrometry crystal pairs are represented by pairs of dots oriented
parallel with the fascicular orientation of the muscle (indicated by the lighter lines within
the muscle belly). IM = membrana intramuscularis, a tendonous sheath; SB =
stemobrachialis; TB = thoracobrachialis.

Figure 2. DPC muscle scars. Dissection of the pectoralis revealed that subvolumes of the
muscle had distinct sites of attachment onto the humerus. The left illustration shows the
orientation of the humerus relative to the shoulder joint and carina when the wing is in the
anatomical position. In the enlarged picture on the right, the right proximal humerus has
been rotated (as in pronation of the wing) to reveal its ventral aspect. Below the picture
a labeled illustration identifies insertion sites of the muscle subvolumes on the proximal
end of the humerus. The shaded areas represent continuous areas of attachment. The *
indicates the insertion site of the muscle fibers near the border of the anterior-SB and
middle-SB subvolumes, which originate at the junction of the furcula and carina. Only the
anterior-SB and middle-SB were found to insert on the edge of the deltopectoral crest
(DPC). The insertion of the two subvolumes continuously extended between the pair of
arrows. The other subvolumes of the pectoralis insert upon the humerus at the base of
the DPC or upon the shaft of the humerus via the triceps brachii tendon. The different
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origin-inseition combinations of all the pectoralis subvolumes gives the fibers of each
subvolume a distinct orientation and unique ability to produce various vectors of force.

Figure 3. Average muscle subvolume EMG timing differences. The posterior-SB and
middle-SB experienced stimulation at nearly the same time, while the anterior-SB was
active before and the subvolumes of the TB were active after the middle-SB. Onset times
for the subvolumes are given relative to the middle-SB [timing difference = (onset time for
one of four subvolumes) - (onset time of middle-SB)]. The error bars represent the 90%
confidence intervals. When the confidence intervals do not overlap, the differences in
timing have a p-value <0.1. A. Average timing differences for relative EMG onset time
for all the birds. B. Average timing differences in relative EMG onset time for a
representative bird. Data for the posterior-SB were not obtained for this bird.

Figure 4. Representative sonomicrometry and EMG traces for each muscle subvolume
during two wingbeats of level flight. All muscle subvolume variables were measured
relative to the middle-SB. The middle-SB EMG onset is indicated by “O”, and the start
of shortening of the middle-SB is labeled “SS”. The subvolumes changed muscle length
and initiated EMG activity at different times. In addition, there are also differences in the
amount of muscle subvolume strain. The y-axes are in millimeters for the top traces
(sonomicrometry recordings) and volts for the bottom traces (EMG recordings).
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Figure 5. Average durations of muscle subvolume active lengthening during the different
modes of flight. All muscle subvolumes underwent 8 - 15 ms of active lengthening.
Active lengthening was calculated as the timing differences between EMG onset and the
end of muscle lengthening [timing difference = (time of EMG onset) - (time at the end of
muscle lengthening)]. When the timing difference is positive, the EMG activity was
initiated before the muscle finished lengthening and active lengthening is taking place. The
timing differences for each muscle subvolume are grouped together, with the flight modes
represented by bars of different shading as indicated in the figure inset.

Figure 6. Average differences in the timing of muscle length changes for all of the birds
examined. At the downstoke-upstroke transition the muscle subvolumes stop shortening
and start lengthening in a clockwise order around the IM, with the anterior-SB and the
middle-SB first, then the posterior-SB, the anterior-TB, and lastly the postedor-TB. At
the upstroke-downstroke transition the order remains nearly the same, except the
posterior-SB changes length along with the anterior-SB and middle-SB, before the
subvolumes of the TB. All muscle subvolume length change times were compared with
that of the middle-SB, such that the timing differences = (time of length change for
anterior-SB, posterior-SB, posterior-TB, or anterior-TB) - (time of length change of the
middle-SB). The error bars represent 90% confidence intervals. When the confidence
intervals do not overlap, the differences in timing have a p-value = 0.1. The legend
indicates the flight mode represented by the bars of each shading pattern.
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Figure 7. Representative differences in the timing of muscle length changes within one
bird. In contrast with the average timing differences in muscle length changes for all the
birds (Figure 6), the timing differences within one bird demonstrates that most of the
variance in timing, illustrated by the large 90% Cl in Figure 6, is due to inter-individual
differences. The timing differences measured in this bird show the general trends in the
timing of subvolume muscle length changes shared by almost all the birds. Exceptions to
the general trends include the large negative values seen at the end of shortening in the
anterior-SB and posterior-TB during pivoting flights. Data for the posterior-SB were not
obtained for this bird.

Figure 8. A lateral view of the right pectoralis with a summary of the average strains and
strain rates observed during level flight. Muscle strains and strain rates were not notably
different between the subvolumes and the middle-SB, except for that of the posterior-TB.
The * indicates a difference in the subvolume value relative to that for the middle-SB with
a p-value < 0 . 1.
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Table 1. Descriptions of the six muscle regions implanted. Based on muscle subvolume
orientation and the movement that resulted from simulated subvolume contraction, the
origins, insertions, actions, and sonomicrometry crystal pair locations for the muscle
subvolumes were identified (n = 4). The origins and insertions delineate the muscle
subvolume units, while the location of the measurement devices describes the specific
location of the crystal placed closest to the muscle origin within each muscle subvolume.
The second crystal of the pair was located about 1cm towards the insertion of the muscle
fibers, along the length of the fibers. Note that the carinal-SB site is discussed in Chapter
1.

Table 2. Percent muscle strain (change in muscle subvolume length divided by the resting
length of that subvolume; %) and the corresponding standard error (average strain ± S.E.)
and p-value for muscle length changes during muscle shortening and lengthening for the
different modes of flight. The p-value is based on the comparison of the average muscle
strain for each muscle subvolume with that of the middle-SB. Significant differences in
subvolume strain were seen between the posterior-TB and the middle-SB for all modes of
flight, except for right pivoting turns and ascending flights. All other muscle subvolume
strain values were not significantly different from that of the middle-SB.

Table 3. Rates of muscle strain (muscle lengths s'^) and the corresponding standard error
(average strain rate ± S.E.) and p-value for muscle length changes during muscle shortening
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and lengthening for the different modes of flight. The p-value is based on the comparison
of the average muscle strain rate for each muscle subvolume with that of the middle-SB.
The rate of subvolume lengthening was relatively uniform. However, the rate of
subvolume shortening was significantly different for the posterior-TB and the middle-SB
during almost all modes of flight and the anterior-SB and the middle-SB for ascending and
right pivoting flights.

Region
Anterior-SB

Origins
furcula

Insertions
cranial e d g e of the
DPC

Carinal-SB
& MiddleSB

Cranial 1/3 of
carina

caudal ed g e of the
DPC

PosteriorSB

caudal 1/3 of
carina

via the IM to the
caudal b a se of DPC

Anterior-TB

connective
tissue of the
thorax cranial to
the trabecula
lateralis

via the IM to the
caudal b a se of
DPC, extending to
the tuberculum
ventrale via a loose
connective tissu e
network
caudal b a se of DPC
via the IM

PosteriorTB

Actions
protracts and
slightly pronates
the humerus
pronates and
d e p r e sse s the
humerus
d e p r e sse s and
slightly pronates
the humerus
retracts,
d e p r e sse s, and
slightly supinates
the humerus

Location of m easurem ent devices
at mid-length of the m uscle, among
fibers that originate about (-) 2.5cm
from the medial furcula
-I c m (carinal-SB) and ~3-3.5cm
(middle-SB) from the m uscle origin,
among fibers that originate 2.0-3.0
cm from the cranial tip of the carina
at mid-length of the m uscle, among
fibers that originate on the posterior
one-third of the carina
at mid-length of the m uscle, among
fibers that originate on the connective
tissue of the thorax, cranial to the
trabecula lateralis

at mid-length of the m uscle, among
d e p r e sse s and
connective
fibers that originate on the connective
tissue of the
slightly pronates
tissue of the thorax, caudal to the
thorax caudal to
the humerus
trabecula lateralis
the trabecula
lateralis
DPC (delto-pectoral crest), IM (membrana intramuscularis), SB (stemobrachialis), TB (Thoracobrachialis)
For osteology, refer to et al. (1979).Baum el

T a b le 1. Descriptions of the six m uscle subvolum es studied in the right pectoralis of the Rock Dove (n = 4).

Rate of Shortening
Region
Anterior-SB
Middle-SB
Posterior-SB
Anterior-TB
Posterior-TB

level
5.2 ± 0 .4
4.5 ± 0 .3
4.0 ± 0 .4
3.9 ± 0.5
3.8 ± 0.2

n
4
10
4
4
6

p-val
0.760

ascending
4.4 ± 0 .2
5.2 ± 0 .4
0.215 5.5 ± 0.4
0.821 4.3 ± 0 .0
0.028 4.5 ± 0 .2

n p-val hover land n p-val brake land n p-val
4 0.118 3.7 ± 0 .2
4 0.418 3.8 ± 0 .2
4 0.394
4.1 ± 0 .4 10
3.8 ± 0 .3 10
10
4 0.957 3.9 ± 0 .5
3 0.615 3.5 ± 0.3 4 0.331
3.5 ± 0 .7
2
3 0.785 3.2 ± 0.7 4 0.607
3.2±0.5
7 0.063
5 0.137 3.2 ± 0 .3
6 0.046

left pivot
4.4 ± 0 .4
4.5 ± 0 .4
4.2 ± 0 .5
3.9 ± 0 .5
3.8 ± 0 .3

n
4
10
4
4
6

n
4
10
4
4
6

p-val ascending
0.147 8.3 ± 0 .3
7.9 ± 0.2
10.2±1.1
0.215
0.777 6.9 ± 0 .7
0.391 8.5 ± 0 .6

n p-val hover land n p-val brake land n P-val
4 0.790 8.1 ± 0 .4
4 0.539 8.1 ±0.1
4 0.588
7.6 ± 0 .2 10
7.3 ±0.1 10
10
4 0.164
4 0.090 8.7 ± 1 .2
3 0.267 8.1 ± 0 .5
7.7 ± 2 .4
2
3 0.779 7.1 ± 1 .6
4 0.594
6 0.405
7 0.480 7.6 ± 1 .7
5 0.768 8.4 ± 0 .3

left pivot
9.1 ± 0 .7
7.9 ± 0 .2
7.8 ± 1 .2
8.2 ± 1 .8
8.0 ± 0 .8

n
4
10
4
4
6

p-val
0.864
0.541
0.906
0.032

right pivot
4.3 ± 0 .4
4.8 ± 0 .4
4.8 ± 0 .6
3.3 ± 0 .4
4.2 ± 0 .6

n
4
9
3
2
5

p-val
0.053

right pivot
8.4 ± 0 .5
7.6 ± 0 .2
9.2 ± 1 .2
6.6 ± 0 .8
9.7 ± 0 .7

n p-val
4 0.784
9
3 0.257
2
5 0.257

0.595
0.278

Rate of Lengthening
Region
Anterior-SB
Middle-SB
Posterior-SB
Anterior-TB
Posterior-TB

level
9.3 ± 0 .8
7.7 ± 0 .2
8.1 ± 0 .9
8.2 ± 1 .4
8.5 ± 0 .9

Table 3. Muscle rates of strain during shortening and lengthening.

p-val
0.124
0.587
0.798
0.817

Rate of Shortening
Region
Anterior-SB
Middle-SB
Posterior-SB
Anterior-TB
Posterior-TB

level
5.2 ± 0 .4
4.5 ± 0 .3
4.0 ± 0 .4
3.9 ± 0.5
3.8 ± 0.2

n
4
10
4
4
6

p-vat ascending n p-val hover land n p-val brake land n p-val
0.760 4.4 ± 0.2 4 0.118 3.7 ± 0 .2
4 0.418 3.8 ± 0 .2
4 0.394
5.2 ± 0 .4 10
4.1 ± 0 .4 10
3.8 ± 0 .3 10
0.215 5.5 ± 0.4 4 0.957 3.9 ± 0 .5
3 0.615 3.5 ± 0 .3
4 0.331
3.5 ± 0 .7
0.821 4.3 ± 0 .0
2
3 0.785 3.2 ± 0 .7
4 0.607
3.2±0.5
0.028 4.5 ± 0 .2
7 0.063
5 0.137 3.2 ± 0 .3
6 0.046

left pivot
4.4 ± 0 .4
4.5 ± 0 .4
4.2 ± 0 .5
3.9 ± 0 .5
3.8 ± 0 .3

n
4
10
4
4
6

n
4
10
4
4
6

p-val ascending n p-val hover land n p-val brake land n p-val
0.147 8.3 ± 0 .3
4 0.790 8.1 ± 0 .4
4 0.539 8.1 ±0.1
4 0.588
7.9 ± 0 .2 10
7.6 ± 0 .2 10
7.3 ±0.1 10
0.215 10.2±1.1 4 0.090 8.7 ± 1 .2
3 0.267 8.1 ± 0 .5
4 0.164
7.7 ± 2 .4
0.777 6.9 ± 0 .7
2
4 0.594
3 0.779 7.1 ± 1 .6
0.391 8.5 ± 0.6 7 0.480 7.6 ± 1 .7
5 0.768 8.4 ± 0 .3
6 0.405

left pivot
9.1 ± 0 .7
7.9 ± 0 .2
7.8 ± 1.2
8.2 ± 1.8
8.0 ± 0.8

n
4
10
4
4
6

p-val
0.864
0.541
0.906
0.032

right pivot
4.3 ± 0 .4
4.8 ± 0 .4
4.8 ± 0 .6
3.3 ± 0 .4
4.2 ± 0 .6

n
4
9
3
2
5

right pivot
8.4 ± 0 .5
7.6 ± 0 .2
9.2 ± 1 .2
6.6 ± 0 .8
9.7 ± 0 .7

n
4
9
3
2
5

p-val
0.053
0.595
0.278

Rate of Lengthening
Region
Anterior-SB
Middle-SB
Posterior-SB
Anterior-TB
Posterior-TB

level
9.3 ± 0.8
7.7 ± 0.2
8.1 ± 0 .9
8.2 ± 1 .4
8.5 ± 0 .9

Table 3. Muscle rates of strain during shortening and lengthening.

p-val
0.124
0.587
0.798
0.817

p-val
0.784
0.257
0.257

